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Destination guide 
TURN YOUR STORE INTO A HAPPY PLACE FOR CUSTOMERS TO VISIT AND SEE 
YOUR SALES SOAR, SAYS GEMMA WARD 

Creating a destination store 
has become the holy grail 
for indies who want to 
set themselves apart from 

etailers. While the British high street 
suffers with declining footfall and rows 
of empty units, small shop owners are 
regaining control with experience-
driven stores designed to pry 
customers away from their computer 
screens. 

The world of online may have 
improved consumer convenience, but 
shopping for fashion in modern times 
has never been about just ‘buying 
things.’ Consumers need a reason to 
factor shopping into their precious 
leisure time so today’s indies must 
capture their customers’ pleasure 
receptors to succeed in today’s digital 
world. 

In short, consumers must love 
visiting your store for your business to 
succeed. 

The fun factor 
The complete shopping experience, 
of course, comprises many factors. 
Customer service and stocking the 
right product are crucial for indies 
to survive. However, it’s also the 
seemingly smaller things – such as the 
store’s layout and appearance – that 
can add up to create the bigger picture. 

“Boutique owners should consider 
how their customers interact with 
their space and how they want their 
customers to feel,” says Simone Suss, 
founder and director of London 
design firm Studio Suss. “This 
includes thinking about all of the 
environmental factors – including the 

interior design.”
It’s vital for boutique owners to think 

of their store as a lifestyle experience 
rather than a place where people can 
make purchases. “As much we all 
love to shop online and find it easier, 
we are also looking at the beauty 
and luxury of the experience,” says 
interior designer Maurizio Pellizzoni, 
owner and founder of the eponymous 
design company. “In a bricks-and-
mortar store, this includes the joy 
of being able to touch and try the 
product we are buying. But, even more 
importantly, consumers are buying 
into the lifestyle associated with it.”

He adds: “I used to work at Ralph 
Lauren for many years and during this 
time we learned a lot about the lifestyle 
we were selling. This is one of the big 
selling points of this luxury company 

SOFIA WEBSTER, MAYFAIR
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and it could not have been done 
without selling the whole experience 
in store.” 

New concepts 
It’s no surprise then that some of 
the major high street players are 
hedging their bets on creating a 
unique experience, with some of these 
attempting to emulate a boutique. 
John Lewis debuted its Loved and 
Found concept in Liverpool One 
late last year, which stocks “new 
and exciting brands” across 4,000sq 
ft. with a changeable pop-up shop, 
denim wardrobe and juice bar. Once 
inside, shoppers can buy into an 
entire lifestyle with carefully curated 
womenswear, accessories, technology 
and home ware from independent 
labels. If deemed a success, the high 

street stalwart will roll out the concept 
across its stores nationwide later this 
year. 

Likewise, Harvey Nichols in 
Knightsbridge has just unveiled its 
Project 109 concept store. Positioned 
inside its menswear department 
which opened in April, it houses a 
contemporary barbershop, Wallpaper* 
Bar and Kitchen and a dedicated 
installation area for ever-changing 
brand pop-ups. 

It’s clear that as retailers wage a war 
against online competitors, creating 
a destination where consumers can 
make authentic discoveries is high on 
the agenda for the larger stores. And 
it’s where indies already excel. 

Standing out 
So how can you do better? According 

to interior design experts, experience 
is largely about theatrics and the 
appearance of your store. “With so 
many choices of retail channels via 
online and apps, brands need to make 
their offline destinations unique 
environments that encapsulate the 
brand experience,” says Suss. “Interiors 
are so exciting right now. For 
boutiques, I think it’s really important 
to look at how to embed the brand into 
the fabric of the space.” 

One example of this is the new 
Sophia Webster store on London’s 
Mount Street. Designed by the 
designer herself in collaboration with  
Studio Suss and Studio XAG, the brief 
was to translate the brand’s codes into 
a brick and mortar reality. The store 
is sympathetic to its Mayfair heritage, 
drawing on traditional elements of 
architecture while using elements 
of the brand’s footwear collections. 

DRESSING UP 
RACHEL LAXER 
OF RACHEL LAXER 
INTERIORS REVEALS 
HOW INDIES 
CAN CREATE AN 
OUTSTANDING 
DRESSING ROOM 

“Three-way mirrors and lighting 
are key in a great dressing room. It 
should also include a comfortable 
bench or chair and lots of hooks 
so if something does not fit, the 
customer can split what they want 
to buy and what isn’t working for 
them. Larger stores need more 
hooks, better lighting and a call 
button on the wall. There are also 
ways to ensure your store really 
stands out with an amazing dressing 
room. Have shoes to hand, face 
nets so make-up does not get on 
the clothes, and it’s always nice to 
have water and mints. The more 
comfortable someone feels, the 
better the experience.” 

PROJECT 109 AT HARVEY NICHOLS

PROJECT 109 AT HARVEY NICHOLS
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Bespoke furniture pieces have been 
crafted in a harmonious colour palette 
of soft pastel hues while a neutral 
backdrop allows the shoes to take 
centre stage. “Sophia knew how she 
wanted the store to look and from the 
outset we worked together to deliver 
her vision,” says Suss. “It’s a very 
feminine space with a lovely neutral 
palette that allows the colourful 
merchandise to really stand out.”

Certain aspects of the brand tie 
in with the store’s design to create a 
unique space that works in harmony 
with its identity: “There are brand 
elements in so many details of the 
store,” says Suss. “Sophia Webster 
designed the cornicing around her 
flamingo motifs, the upholstery is 
a traditional lilac velvet sofa with 
buttons covered in a patent neon coral 
and the drawer handles are fashioned 
from her handbags. We introduced 
Sophia to some of the artisans that we 
work with so that she was across each 
element of the design and it shows.” 

For Suss, it’s imperative that any 
store interior reflects the brand 
message. Social media is also 
becoming a key focus for many brands 
and it won’t be long until smaller 
retailers follow suit. “Sophia Webster 
has over 700K Instagram followers and 
designed some neon butterfly wings 
that we incorporated into the scheme 
- these also work as a great selfie spot,” 
says Suss. “I think that the social 
element will grow in importance for 
brands that have a strong social media 
following. By this I mean creating 

reasons for your customers to post, 
blog or Snapchat about your space.”

For anyone thinking of biting the 
bullet to carry out a re-fit, amazing 
things can be accomplished by 
investing in a professional interiors 
expert. “Qualified interior designers 
will approach the space with a 
different viewpoint,” she says. “I’m 
trained to think about the customer 
experience and the different functions 
that will be performed. I’m an expert 
in space planning, size and location 
of furniture, storage and lighting. In 
addition to that, there are regulations 
in commercial spaces that need 
consideration; the fabrics need to be 
fire tested, any hazards need to be 
minimised.”

She concludes: “Essentially, we work 
with brands to bring their interior alive 
within the parameters of a space that 
provides the best customer experience 
and meets regulations.”

DESIGN DOS AND 
DON’TS 

SIMONE SUSS, 
FOUNDER AND 
DIRECTOR OF DESIGN 
FIRM STUDIO SUSS, 
REVEALS HOW TO NAIL 
YOUR IN-STORE LAYOUT 

that shows the merchandise in 
the best light. Merchandise will 
change with the seasons so it’s 
important to have something that 
will make all merchandise look 
good

be boring. Keep it interesting

elements

just find ways of incorporating 
flexibility if the palette changes

finishes and colours. Floors, walls 
and even the ceiling provide 
ample opportunities to embed the 
brand into the space

– it’s really important when 
specifying for boutique interiors

details of the space; this will keep 
it unique and interesting

LOVED AND FOUND, JOHN LEWIS

AONO BARBERSHOP AT HARVEY NICHOLS


